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Welcome home to the Vue-Xiong Family!
This weekend was one of fruition for this hardworking family of 8. Cha and Bao, mom and dad of 6,
beamed with pride as they walked into their new home. Cha explained the comfort in knowing that
this home will forever be with his family and the purchasing structure is built for success. They had
lost their first home in 2005 like so many but decided to not let it deter them.
Since 2005 the family has lived in a two-bedroom apartment with all 6 children, working hard to
save for a new home. All 6 of their children maintain superior grades and have incredible work ethic
instilled in them from their parents. This family works together like a well-oiled machine and though
they are excited for more space and a home to call their own, you can clearly see the bond sharing
such a tight space has created.
Mom and Dad watched with content as the girls clamored in the hallway, excitedly telling one
another how each of the 2 groups were going to set their rooms. The oldest, and only son was
excited to have his own room as he finishes up his college education.
When we asked Bao what she would like the community to know about her family and their journey
to becoming a Habitat Homeowner she said, “I can’t really explain how happy we are to be Habitat
Homeowners. We have been packed and ready to move in for months because we just couldn’t
wait. Today we got here early even though we knew it wouldn’t change the time we got the keys.
Our youngest has never lived in a house and we wanted a home before our oldest children moved
out. We have worked so hard. All of us. Patti (Family Services Manager) worked really hard with us
too. We didn’t just buy a house. We feel like we became a part of an even bigger family.”
We are proud to have your family as an addition to our Habitat Partner Families. Thank you for all
your hard work with our Team. Welcome home

